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polystyrene (EPS) cushion packaging material solutions to
protect their products during shipping and handling.

shipping,
and assists in preventing product damage or breakage
during the shipping and handling process.

Plasti-Fab EPS packaging material has the proven track
record of providing packaging solutions for a range of
products from fragile consumer products to heavy
industrial products. It offers the resilience to absorb

Plasti-Fab's professional service and expertise ensures
that the right product and end user requirements are
selected to meet all our customers' packaging needs.

Our customers depend on us for
product expertise and on time delivery.
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Fabricated Packaging Solutions

Plasti-Fab has the expertise to provide its customers
with the right foam products for packaging solutions.

Our EPS products are used as fabricated packaging
material to protect the products they create during the
shipping and handling process. Our EPS packaging
products are cut to custom sizes and shapes to encase the
product within its box, or simply to protect while packaged.

Plasti-Fab EPS Advantages:
Plasti-Fab offers expert design
assistance
to
meet
customers
packaging needs
EPS can be manufactured to meet
customer specifications
Plasti-Fab can cut various shapes and
sizes eliminating expensive mould costs
EPS provides excellent
protection and cushioning

product

EPS is lightweight - reducing shipping
cost
EPS has low abrasion characteristics
Furniture manufacturer using Plasti-Fab box packaging
material solutions.

EPS packaging provides insulation to
help protect contents from the effects of
temperature changes

For Box Liners
Manufacturers' across Canada use Plasti-Fab box
packaging material solutions to protect their products
during shipping and handling in order to minimize
expensive customer callbacks.

Every Plasti-Fab product and customer
benefits from our commitment to quality,
service and expertise.

Quality, Service and Expertise
Every Plasti-Fab product and customer benefits from our
commitment to quality, service and expertise.
Plasti-Fab EPS produ
being the right produc

Expert design assistance to meet packaging needs are
provided by Plasti-Fab.

Call us to disc

1-888-446-5377
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